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INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper k denotes an algebraically closed field and all
algebras, categories, and functors are assumed to be k-linear; in addition
we shall only consider algebras that are connected, basic, finite-dimen-
sional, and with identity.
w xIn 16, Theorem 4.2 Rickard classified Brauer tree algebras up to
w x wderived equivalence, in connection with Broue's problem 5 . In 1, Theo-Â
xrem 5.8 we extended this classification to representation-finite selfinjec-
Ž .tive algebras / k of class A using a covering technique for derivedn
Ž w x.equivalence developed there cf. Membrillo-Hernandez 13 .
In this paper we shall further extend this classification to the class of
representation-finite selfinjective algebras. Our proof of the result depends
w xheavily on Riedtmann's classification of these algebras 18]20 and on the
w x Ž w xresult of Bretscher et al. 4 cf. Waschbusch 24 and Hughes andÈ
w x.Waschbusch 10 .È
Recall that for any pair of selfinjective algebras, if one is derived
equivalent to the other, then they are stably equivalent, by Keller-Vossieck
w x w x12, 2.3 Example or Rickard 16, Theorem 2.1 . From our classification we
see that the converse of this statement holds if one of the selfinjective
algebras is representation-finite. Namely, for any pair of selfinjective
algebras, one of which is representation-finite, they are derived equivalent
iff they are stably equivalent.
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As the first step of the classificatiion we show that in the class of
representation-finite selfinjective algebras, standard ones and non-stan-
dard ones are never stably equivalent, whence they are never derived
equivalent. The classification for the class of standard algebras also uses
our covering technique for derived equivalence. For the class of non-stan-
dard ones, tilting complexes necessary for the classification are constructed
w xin the similar way as in Rickard 16 .
Section 1 is devoted to a preparation. In particular we gave the precise
form of induced display-functors of repetitions for a necessary class of
algebras for later use. In Section 2 we state our main results, which also
give ``complete invariants'' under derived equivalence for the class of
representation-finite selfinjective algebras, and we give a complete set of
representatives of the derived equivalence classes. At the end of the
section we show the completeness of the list of invariants. In Section 3 we
give the proof of the statement about standard and non-standard algebras.
In Section 4 we introduce computations in a formal additive hull of a
spectroid to avoid delicate identifications in the treatment of group actions
on homotopy categories and to make the description of computations easy.
w xIn Section 5 a covering technique developed in 1 is rephrased and a new
tool is given to deal with those algebras whose Auslander-Reiten quivers
are ``twisted.'' Finally, we give the proof of the classification theorem for
the class of standard algebras in Section 6 and for the class of non-stan-
dard ones in Section 7.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Ž . Ž .Dynkin graphs considered in this paper are only A n G 1 , D n G 4n n
Ž .or E n s 6, 7, 8 ; and all quivers are assumed to be locally finite, i.e., forn
each vertex x, there are only finitely many arrows which start or stop at x.
Ž .As easily seen, a connected, basic algebra is derived equivalent to the
1-dimensional algebra k iff it is isomorphic to k iff it is stably equivalent
Ž .to k. Thus in the class of all connected, basic algebras, the derived
equivalence class, the stable equivalence class, and the isoclass of k
coincide. Therefore we can exclude the representation-finite selfinjective
standard algebra k from considerations, and we denote by RFS the class of
Ž .all connected, basic representation-finite selfinjective algebras not iso-
morphic to k. Our purpose is to classify RFS up to derived equivalence.
Ž . bŽ .For an additive category A, we denote by C A and by C A the
category of differential complexes and the category of bounded differential
Ž . bŽ .complexes in A, respectively; and by H A and H A the corresponding
Ž .homotopy categories. When A is an exact category, we denote by D A
bŽ .and by D A the corresponding derived categories. For a triangulated
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Ž .category T, and a class of objects E in T, tri E denotes the smallest full
triangulated subcategory of T containing E that is closed under direct
summands and isomorphisms.
w x1.1. Spectroids. As in 1 we regard every algebra as a finite spectroid.
w xRecall from Gabriel and Roiter 7 that a small category A is called a
Ž w x.spectroid s a locally finite-dimensional category in 6 if the following
three conditions are satisfied:
Ž .i Distinct objects of A are not isomorphic;
Ž .ii Every object of A has a local endomorphism algebra; and
Ž . Ž .iii The space A x, y is finite-dimensional for every x, y g A.
For a spectroid A, A is called finite if A has only a finite number of
objects; and A is called locally bounded if for every x g A, there are only
Ž . Ž .finitely many y g A such that A x, y / 0 or A y, x / 0.
Ž .For a spectroid A, we denote by Mod A the category of all right
A-modules; by mod A the full subcategory of Mod A consisting of finitely
presented objects; and by pro A the full subcategory of Mod A consisting
of finitely generated projective objects. In addition, mod A denotes the
Ž .projectively stable category of mod A, and the full subcategory ind A of
mod A formed by a complete set of representatives of isoclasses of
indecomposables is a spectroid, which we call a spectroid of mod A. We set
Ž .D [ Hom y, k .k
1.2. Repetitions. We recall the definition of the repetition of a spec-
troid. Let A be a spectroid.
Ž . Z Ž w1 We define a spectroid, the repetition A of A as follows cf. 10,
x. w nx Ž .8, 7 . Objects are the pairs x [ x, n with x g A and n g Z,
¡ w nxf [ f , n N f g A x , y if m s n; 4Ž . Ž .
Z w nx w m x ~ w nxA x , y [Ž . w [ w , n N w g DA y , x if m s n q 1; and 4Ž . Ž .¢
0 otherwise.
The composition
AZ y w m x , z w l x = AZ x w nx , y w m x “ AZ x w nx , z w l xŽ .Ž . Ž .
is given as follows:
Ž .i If m s n, l s m, then this is the composition of A:
A y , z = A x , y “ A x , z .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .ii If m s n, l s m q 1, then this is given by the right A-module
Ž .structure of DA y, ? :
DA z , y = A x , y “ DA z , x .Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž .iii If m s n q 1, l s m, then this is given by the left A-module
Ž .structure of DA y, ? :
A y , z = DA y , x “ DA z , x .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .iv Otherwise the composition is zero.
Ž . w nx Z2 For each n g Z, we denote by A the full subcategory of A
;w nx w nx w nx Z w nxformed by x with x g A, and by | : A “ A ¤ A , x ‹ x , the
embedding functor.
Ž . Z3 The Nakayama automorphism n of A is defined byA
v
w nx w nq1xŽ .n x [ x ;A
v
w nx w nq1xŽ .n f [ f ; andA
v
w nx w nq1xŽ .n w [ wA
Ž . Ž .for all x g A and for all f g A x, y , w g DA y, x with x, y g A.
Note that if a spectroid A is locally bounded, then so is AZ.
1.3. Display-Functors. Let A be a locally bounded spectroid and Q its
Ž .  Ž .quiver. For each pair x, y of vertices in Q, choose a subset f a N a :
4 Ž .x “ y in Q of rad A x, y in such a way that it forms a basis of a
2 Ž . Ž .supplement of rad A x, y in rad A x, y . Then the map x ‹ x for all
Ž .vertices x in Q and the map f : a ‹ f a for all arrows a in Q uniquely
define a functor F : kQ “ A, the kernel of which is clearly an admissible
w xideal of kQ 7, 8.3 Example 2 . Such a functor is called a display-functor for
w xA 7, 8.1, 8.3a . Since A is locally bounded, F is full and dense. Thus F
induces an isomorphism kQrKer F ( A.
The following is immediate from the definition of repetitions.
LEMMA. Let A be a locally bounded spectroid, Q its qui¤er, and F :
Ã Ã Z ZkQ “ A a display-functor. Then a display-functor F : kQ “ A for A is
gi¤en as follows.
Ã w i xŽ .1 Q is obtained from the disjoint union Q = Z of copies Q of Q by
Ž t .w i x w i x w iq1x Ž .adding d arrows a : x “ y t s 1, . . . , d for all i g Z, wherey, x y, x y, x
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .d [ dim soc A l soc A y, x and soc A l soc A y, x is they, x A A A A
Ž .subspace of A y, x consisting of elements m with ma s 0 s bm for all
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .a g rad A y, y and all b g rad A x, y .
Ž .  Ž t . 4 e y, x Ž Ž .. Ž .2 Put b e [ dim A y, x to be a basis of A y, x withy, x ts1 y, x
 Ž t . 4d y, x Ž .Ž .  Ž t .U4 e y, xb a basis of soc A l soc A y, x and b to be the basisy, x ts1 A A y, x ts1
Ž t . e y, x ÃŽ .  4of DA y, x dual to b . Then F is defined byy, x ts1
Ã w i x w i xv Ž . Ž .F x [ F x ;
Ã w i x w i xv Ž . Ž .F a [ Fa ; and
Ã Ž t .w i x Ž t .U w i xv Ž . Ž .F a [ by, x y, x
for all i g Z, all ¤ertices x, y of Q, all arrows a of Q, and all t s 1, . . . , d .y, x
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Ã ÃRemark. In the above Q is uniquely determined by Q and A. But F
Ž .depends on the choice of a basis of A x, y for each x, y g A.
Ã1.4. The Nakayama Automorphism of kQ. Let F : kQ “ A be a
Ã Ã Zdisplay-functor for a locally bounded spectroid A and F : kQ “ A a
display-functor for AZ induced from F as in Subsection 1.3. The Nakayama
Ãautomorphism n of Q is defined byQ
v
w i x w iq1xŽ .n x [ x ;Q
v
w i x w iq1xŽ .n a [ a ; andQ
v
Ž t .w i x Ž t .w iq1xŽ .n a [ aQ y, x y, x
for all i g Z, all vertices x, y of Q, all arrows a of Q, and all t s
1, . . . , d .y, x
The following is immediate from definitions.
Ã Ã ZLEMMA. For F : kQ “ A abo¤e the diagram
ÃF Z6ÃkQ A
6 6
nkn AQ
Z6ÃkQ A
ÃF
is commutati¤e.
Ž .1.5. Commutati¤e Directed Qui¤ers. A quiver with relations Q, I is
called a commutati¤e directed qui¤er if
Ž . Ž .i Q is a locally finite quiver without oriented cycles with the
property that for each arrow a : x “ y in Q, a is the only path from x to
y in Q; and
Ž .ii The admissible ideal I of kQ contains all the differences of
Ž .parallel paths s paths with the same tail and the same head .
Ž .In this case for any two vertices x, y of Q, either I x, y is spanned by
Ž . Ž .all the differences of paths from x to y or else I x, y s kQ x, y , i.e., I is
defined by the full commutativity relations and some zero relations. If Q is
Ž .an oriented tree, then clearly any quiver with relations Q, I is a commu-
tative directed quiver. Note that all quivers with relations in Subsection 2.4
are commutative directed quivers, for which we shall need to compute
repetitions.
A display-functor F : kQ “ A for a locally bounded spectroid A is
Ž .called commutati¤e directed if Q, Ker F is a commutative directed quiver.
Assume that A has such a display-functor. Then we have 0 F d Fy, x
Ž .e F 1 for all vertices x, y of Q, thus d s e s 1 if d / 0 1.3 .y, x y, x y, x y, x
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Ž1. ÃHence if we decide to choose b as the image of a path under F, then Fy, x
Ãis uniquely determined by F. Namely the description of F becomes as in
the next lemma, which gives a simple way to compute a quiver presenta-
Z ÃŽ w x.tion of A cf. 4, 5.2 . As F we always use this in the sequel.
Ž .Recall that a path m from y to x in a quiver with relations Q, I is
called complete if m f I but am, mb g I for each arrow a of Q with tail
x and each b with head y.
LEMMA. Let F : kQ “ A be a commutati¤e directed display-functor for a
locally bounded spectroid A with I [ Ker F. Then
Ž .1 F uniquely induces the following commutati¤e directed display-func-
Ã Ã Z Ztor F : kQ “ A for A :
Ã w i xŽ .i Q is obtained from the disjoint union Q = Z of copies Q of Q
by adding arrows a w i x : x w i x “ y w iq1x for all i g Z, whene¤er there is ay, x
Ž .complete paths m from y to x in Q, I .
ÃŽ .ii F is defined as
Ã w i x w i xv Ž . Ž .F x [ F x ;
Ã w i x w i xv Ž . Ž .F a [ Fa ; and
Ã w i x w i xv Ž . Ž Ž . .F a [ F m *y, x
Ž .for all i g Z, all ¤ertices x of Q, all arrows a of Q, and all pairs x, y of
Ž .¤ertices of Q such that there is a complete path m from y to x in Q, I .
Ã ÃŽ .2 Ker F is equal to the ideal I defined by the full commutati¤ity
Ã Ãrelations on Q and the zero relations m s 0 for those paths m of Q for which
there is no path from the head of m to the x w iq1x with x w i x the tail of m.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Part 1 is clear. We give an outline of the proof of 2 ; the
Ž .details are left to the reader. Write m [ F m for short for all m in kQ.
First the following three statements are easily verified:
Ž .a Let m be a complete path from a to b and g a path from x to b
in Q. Then m* g / 0 implies that there is a path l from a to x with
m s gl and m* g s l*;
Ž .b Dually, let m be a complete path from a to b and « a path from
a to y in Q. Then « m* / 0 implies that there is a path k from y to b with
m s k « and « m* s k*; and
Ž . Ž .c For any vertices x, y of Q, A x, y / 0 iff there exist both a path
w i x w iq1x Ãfrom x to y in Q and a path from y to x in Q for some i g Z.
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .Now using the statements a and b we see that Ker F = I. Then the
Ã Ã w i x w j x Z w i x w j xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .statement c shows that dim kQrI x , y s dim A x , y for all
w i x w j x Ã Ã Ãvertices x , y of Q. As a consequence we have Ker F s I.
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2. MAIN RESULTS
2.1. Types. Let D be a Dynkin graph. Then following Bretscher et al.
w x Ž .4 we denote by m the ``Loewy length'' of the mesh category k ZD , i.e.,D
the smallest integer m such that all paths in ZD of length at least m is
zero modulo the mesh ideal. The value of m is known as m s n,D A n
m s 2n y 3, m s 11, m s 17, m s 29.D E E En 6 7 8w xLet L be in RFS. Then by Riedtmann 18 , the stable Auslander]Reiten
² yr :quiver G of L has the form ZDr ft with r G 1, where D is a Dynkins L
Ž . Ž . Ž .graph A n G 1 , D n G 4 or E n s 6, 7, 8 , t is the translation ofn n n
Ž .ZD, and f is an automorphism of ZD with a fixed vertex cf. 6 . We set
Ž . Ž . Ž .D L [ D, f L [ rrm and t L [ the order of f, and call them theD
tree class, the frequency, and the torsion order of L, respectively. The triple
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..typ L [ D L , f L , t L is called the type of L. Note that the type of
L is uniquely determined by G .s L
Ž . Ž . Ž .Remark. 1 Denote by n L the number of vertices of D L for all
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .L g RFS. Then by 4, 2.3 we have n L f L s rank K L .0
Ž .2 If L is a Brauer tree algebra given by a Brauer tree with e edges
Ž . Ž .and with multiplicity m, then typ L s A , 1rm, 1 .m e
Ž . w x Ž .3 By Riedtmann 20 , if the algebra L is non-standard 2.2 , then
Ž . Ž .char k s 2 and typ L s D , 1r3, 1 for some m G 2. Conversely if3m
char k s 2 and m G 2, then there exists a non-standard algebra L with
Ž . Ž .typ L s D , 1r3, 1 .3m
2.2. Main Results. Recall that an algebra L is called standard if the
spectroid ind L of mod L is isomorphic to the mesh category associated
with the Auslander]Reiten quiver of L; and L is called non-standard if it
is not standard.
We are now in a position to state our main results.
THEOREM. Let L, L9 g RFS.
Ž .1 If L is standard and L9 is non-standard, then L and L9 are not
stably equi¤alent, whence they are not deri¤ed equi¤alent.
Ž .2 If both L and L9 are standard, then the following are equi¤alent.
Ž .a L and L9 are deri¤ed equi¤alent;
Ž .b L and L9 are stably equi¤alent;
Ž .c G ( G ; ands L s L9
Ž . Ž . Ž .d typ L s typ L9 .
Ž .3 If both L and L9 are non-standard, then the following are equi¤-
alent.
Ž .a L and L9 are deri¤ed equi¤alent;
Ž .b L and L9 are stably equi¤alent;
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Ž .c G ( G ;s L s L9
Ž . Ž . Ž .d typ L s typ L9 ; and
Ž . Ž . Ž .e rank K L s rank K L9 .0 0
Ž .4 The set of types of standard algebras in RFS is equal to the disjoint
union L of the following sets
A , srn , 1 N n , s g N ; 4Ž .n
A , s, 2 N p , s g N ; 4Ž .2 pq1
D , s, 1 N n , s g N, n G 4 ; 4Ž .n
D , sr3, 1 N m , s g N, m G 2, 3 ƒ s ; 4Ž .3m
D , s, 2 N n , s g N, n G 4 ; 4Ž .n
D , s, 3 N s g N ; 4Ž .4
E , s, 1 N n s 6, 7, 8, s g N ; 4Ž .n
and
E , s, 2 N s g N . 4Ž .6
The set of types of non-standard algebras in RFS is equal to
D , 1r3, 1 N 2 F m g N . 4Ž .3m
Ž .In particular the set of rank K L with L non-standard algebras in RFS is0
 4equal to the set m g N N m G 2 .
Ž .By the statement 4 above, the types of algebras in RFS are listed in
Table I, where s, p, m, t g N, m G 2, and 3 ƒ t.
Ž . Ž .By 2 above we may say that typ L is a ``complete invariant'' under
Ž .derived equivalence for standard algebras in RFS. Further by 3 above
TABLE I
Ž . Ž . Ž .A n G 1 D n G 4 E n s 6, 7, 8n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .A , srn, 1 D , s, 1 E , s, 1n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Standard A , s, 2 D , s, 2 E , s, 22 pq1 n 6
Ž .D , s, 34
Ž .D , tr3, 13m
B if char k / 2
Ž .Non-standard B D , 1r3, 1 B3m
if char k s 2
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Ž .rank K L is a ``complete invariant'' under derived equivalence for non-0
standard algebras in RFS.
Ž .The statement 4 will be proved at the end of this section. We will give
Ž . Ž . Ž .proofs of the statements 1 , 2 , and 3 in Sections 3, 6, and 7, respec-
tively.
As a corollary we obtain the following.
COROLLARY. Let L and L9 be selfinjecti¤e algebras and assume that L is
representation-finite. Then the following are equi¤alent.
Ž .1 L and L9 are deri¤ed equi¤alent;
Ž .2 There exists a stable equi¤alence of Morita type between L and L9;
and
Ž .3 L and L9 are stably equi¤alent.
Ž . Ž . w xProof. 1 « 2 . This follows from Rickard 17, Corollary 5.5 .
Ž . Ž .2 « 3 . This is trivial.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 « 1 . Assume that 3 holds. Then clearly L9 is also representation-
finite. Hence the theorem together with the remark about the algebra k in
Ž .Section 1 shows the statement 1 .
Next we fix a representative algebra for each type in L . To do this we
need the following two subsections.
2.3. The Repetition of an Automorphism.
LEMMA. Let c : A “ B be an isomorphism of locally bounded spectroids.
y Ž . Ž .Denote by c : A y, x “ B c y, c x the isomorphism defined by c for allx
x, y g A. Define c Z : AZ “ BZ as follows.
w i x Z ZŽ w i x. Ž .w i xFor each x g A , c x [ c x ;
w i x ZŽ w i x w i x. ZŽ w i x. Ž .w i xFor each f g A x , y , c f [ c f ; and
w i x ZŽ w i x w iq1x. ZŽ w i x. Ž ŽŽ y.y1.Ž ..w i xFor each w g A x , y , c w [ D c w sx
Ž Ž y.y1 .w i xw ( c .x
Then
Ž . Z1 c is an isomorphism.
Ž . Z Z2 Gi¤en an isomorphism r : A “ B , the following are equi¤alent.
Ž . Za r s c ;
Ž .b r satisfies the following.
Ž .i rn s n r ;A B
Ž . Ž w0x. w0xii r A s B ;
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Ž .iii The diagram
c 6
A B
6 6
w0x w0x1 1
w0x w0x6A B
r
is commutati¤e; and
Ž . Ž w0x. Ž Ž y.y1 .w0xiv r w s w ( c for all x, y g A and all w gx
Ž .DA y, x .
Ž . wProof. 1 This is shown by the same way as in the proof of 1,
xTheorem 1.5 .
Ž .2 This is straightforward.
2.4. Some Qui¤ers with Relations and Automorphisms.
“ Ž .2.4.1. Class A . Let A n G 1 be the quivern n
1 “ 2 “ ??? “ n.
“
ZDefine an automorphism g of B for B [ kA by the quiver auto-n n
Ž w i x. Ž .w i xmorphism determined by g x [ x q 1 for all 1 F x F n y 1 andn
Ž w i x. w iq1xg n [ 1 .n “p Ž .Let A p G 1 be the quiverp
yp ⁄ ??? ⁄ y1 ⁄ 0 “ 1 “ ??? “ p.Ž . Ž .
“pDefine an automorphism f of A by x ‹ yx; also define anA p2 pq1“pautomorphism f of B [ kA by f .B p A2 pq1“ Ž .2.4.2. Class D . Let D n G 4 be the quiver:n n
n6
6 6 6
6
1 2 ??? n y 2 n y 1.
“ Ž .Define an automorphism f of D by the permutation n y 1, n , and anD nn“
automorphism f of B [ kD by f . For the case n s 4, define furtherB n D n“ Ž .an automorphism v of D by the permutation 1, 3, 4 , and an automor-D 44“
phism v of B [ kD by v .4 D4
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Ž .Let K , J be the quiverm m
6Ž . Ž .2 0 1 0
6 6
. 6 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž .. 1 1 2 1 ??? m 1.
6 6
6 6 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m 0 1 2 2 2 ??? m 2
Ž . Ž .with the commutativity relation and the zero relation m 0 “ 1 2 “
Ž . Z Ž .2 2 s 0. Define an automorphism m of B for B [ k K , J by them m m
Ž Ž .w i x. Ž .w i xquiver automorphism determined by m x a [ x a q 1 for a s 0m
Ž Ž .w i x. Ž .w iq1xand 1, and m x 2 [ x 0 .m “ Ž .2.4.3. Class E . Let E n s 6, 7, 8 be the quivern n
n6
6 6
6 6
1 2 3 ??? n y 1.
“ Ž .Ž .Define an automorphism f of E by the permutation 1, 5 2, 4 , and anE 66 “
automorphism f of B [ kE by f .B 6 E6
Ž .2.5. Representati¤es of Standard Algebras in RFS. For each D, f , t g L ,
Ž .we fix an algebra L D, f , t as
“
Z s² :L A , srn , 1 [ B r g , where B s kA ;Ž .n n n
“
Z Z s p² :L A , s, 2 [ B r f n , where B s kA ;Ž .2 pq1 B B p
“
Z s² :L D , s, 1 [ B r n , where B s kD ;Ž .n B n
Z ² s :L D , sr3, 1 [ B r m , where B s k K , J and 3 ƒ s ;Ž . Ž .3m m m m
“
Z Z s² :L D , s, 2 [ B r f n , where B s kD ;Ž .n B B n
“
Z Z s² :L D , s, 3 [ B r v n , where B s kD ;Ž .4 B 4
“
Z s² :L E , s, 1 [ B r n , where B s kE ;Ž .n B n
“
Z Z s² :L E , s, 2 [ B r f n , where B s kE .Ž .6 B B 6
Ž .Remark. The algebra L A , srn, 1 is the selfinjective Nakayama alge-n
bra N with exactly s isoclasses of simple modules and of Loewy lengths, n
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Ž .n q 1; and the algebra L A , s, 2 is the ``canonical Mobius'' algebraÈ2 pq1
w x Ž w x.M defined in 1, Definition 5.5 or 19, Fig. 36; 22, Fig. 2 .p, s
Ž Ž ..We will show in Section 6 that L typ L and L are derived equivalent,
Ž .which is an essential part of the proof of Theorem 2.2 2 . This together
Ž . Ž .with Theorem 2.2 4 implies that the algebra L D, f , t actually has type
Ž . Ž .D, f , t for each D, f , t g L .
2.6. Representati¤es of Non-Standard Algebras in RFS. For each 2 F
Ž .m g N, we define an algebra L m as kQ rI , where Q is the quiverm m m
r
s s1 m6 62 1 m6
ss my12
6 6....6 m y 13
and
m q 1! # "
2I [ s ??? s s , r y s ??? s , s s y s rs .m i iq1 i m 1 1 m 1 m½ 5¦ ;igZr-m)
Ž .2.7. Proof of Theorem 2.2 4 . The statement for the non-standard case
Ž .follows from Remark 2.1 3 .
Ž .1 The set of all types of standard algebras in RFS is contained
in L .
Ž . ² yr :Let L be a standard algebra in RFS. Put G ( ZD r ft withL C
w xr G 1, where C is a configuration 4, Introduction of ZD of period e and
yr Ž . ² yr :ft is an automorphism of ZD such that G ( ZDr ft as inC s L
Subsection 2.1. Note that e N r.
Ž . Ž .Case i . D s A for some n G 1 . In this case L is wreath-liken
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .m t L s 1 or Mobius m t L s 2 . If L is wreath-like, then sinceÈ
Ž . Ž .m s n, we have typ L s A , rrn, 1 g L . Next if L is Mobius, thenÈD n
n s 2 p q 1 for some p g N, and e s n, thus r s sn for some s g N.
Ž . Ž .Hence typ L s A , s, 2 g L .2 pq1
Ž . Ž .Case ii . D s D for some n G 4 . In this case m s 2n y 3 and byn D
w x Ž .  4 Ž .4, 1.6 , 2n y 3 re g 1, 3 . If 2n y 3 divides r, say r s s 2n y 3 , then
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .  4 Ž .typ L s D , s, t L with t L g 1, 2, 3 , and t L s 3 implies n s 4.n
Ž . Ž .Hence typ L g L . If 2n y 3 does not divide r, then 2n y 3 re s 3 and
Ž .so n s 3m, e s 2m y 1 for some m g N and r s s 2m y 1 with 3 ƒ s.
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .In this case t L s 1 again by 4, 1.6 , whence typ L s D , sr3, 1 g L .3m
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Ž . Ž  4.Case iii . D s E for some n g 6, 7, 8 . In this case m is a primen D
Ž . Ž Ž ..number and e / 1. Thus r s sm with s g N, and typ L s E , s, t LD n
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .with t L g 1, 2 . Here t L s 2 implies n s 6. Hence typ L g L .
Ž .2 The set of all types of standard algebras in RFS contains L .
Ž .Let D, f , t g L . Then we can construct a translation quiver of the form
² yf mD:ZDr ft with t the order of f, where f is defined as in Section 6. If
there is a configuration C of ZD such that C is stable both under f and
under tyf mD , then this C gives a standard algebra L in RFS with G (s L
² yf mD: Ž . Ž .ZDr ft , and we have D, f , t s typ L . It is not hard to see that
Ž .our representative algebras with s s 1 in 2.5 supply such configurations.
Ž .3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 1
Assume that L is stably equivalent to L9. Then char k s 2 and their
Ž . Ž .type has to be D , 1r3, 1 for some m G 2 by Remark 2.1 3 . In this3m
w xproof we use the coordinates introduced in Riedtmann 19, 1.3 for the
Ä Ä 2 my1 Ä² :vertices of Z D . We put G [ Z D , G [ Gr t , and p : G “ G ton 3m
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .be the canonical morphism and k p : k G “ k G to be the canonical
covering functor. The Auslander]Reiten quivers of L and L9 have the
Ä 2 my1 Ä 2 my1² : ² :forms G [ G r t and G [ G r t , respectively, for someC C C 9 C 9
2 my1 Ä² : Ž .t -stable configurations C and C 9 of G containing 0, n y 1 , where
Ž .n [ 3m. Then the spectroids of mod L and mod L9 have the forms k GC
Ž .and kG rJ , respectively, where k G is the mesh category of G andC 9 C 9 C C
w xJ is the ideal of kG defined in 20, 3.3 . By p we also denote theC 9 C
Äcanonical morphism G “ G . To make clear the definition of J andC 9 C 9 C 9
for later use, we introduce the following notations. We put x to be thei j
Ä ÄŽ .vertex of G with the coordinate i, j . We denote arrows of G as
a a
X
i j i j6 6
x x xi j i , jq1 iq1, j
for 1 F j F n y 2 and
a a
X
i , ny1 i , ny16 6x x x .i , ny2 in iq1, ny2
Further we denote by u the mesh-relation Ýa ? sa , where z is a stablez
Ävertex of G, the sum is taken over all arrows a : z9 “ z, and sa is the
w xarrow t z “ z9. Then noting that any modified mesh-relation 20, 2.3
coincides with the corresponding mesh-relation because of char k s 2, the
² 2 my1:ideal J is generated by pu with z f t x and by the elementC 9 z 1, ny1
p a a X q p ki y p j ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1, ny2 0, ny2
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i kU Uwhere we put x “ x “ x with x a projective vertex0, ny1 0, ny1 1, ny1 0, ny1
Äin G andC 9
j [ a a a X ??? a a X a a X a X .2 m , ny2 2 m , ny3 2 my1, ny3 3, ny3 2, ny3 2, ny3 1, ny3 0, ny2
Ž .Therefore the spectroids of mod L and mod L9 have the forms k G and
kGrJ, respectively, where J is obtained from J by substituting 0 forC 9
paths through projective vertices. Since L and L9 are stably equivalent, we
Ž . Ž .have an isomorphism r : kGrJ “ k G . Both quivers of kGrJ and k G
are isomorphic to G. Thus r induces an automorphism of G, thus an
Ž . y1automorphism l of k G . Hence by substituting l r for r if necessary,
Ž .we may assume that r is the identity on objects. Let F : kG “ k G be the
composite of the canonical morphism kG “ kGrJ and r. Then F is a
display-functor with Ker F s J. Set g [ tyŽ2 my1.. For a pair of vertices x,
Ä Ä Ä iŽ .Ž .y of G with an arrow a : x “ y in G, we have k G x, g y s 0 for all i G 2
Ž . Ž .because 2 ? 2 2m y 1 ) 2 3m y 3 s m . Hence we have an isomor-D 3mÄ ÄŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .phism k p : k G x , y [ k G x , gy “ k G p x , p y . Thus
ÄŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž Ž .Ž ..rad k G p x, p y s k p ka [ k p k G x, gy . Here a denotes the
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .Ž .morphism of k G containing a . We give a basis of k G x, gy and of
Ä y1 X XŽ .Ž .k G x, gt x . Set A [ a a and B [ a a . Then ai i, ny2 i, ny2 i i, ny1 i, ny1
path of the form A ??? B A B A or B ??? B A B Aiqs iq3 iq2 iq1 i iqs iq3 iq2 iq1 i
is called a high path of type 1, and a path of the form A ???iqs
A B A B or B ??? A B A B is called a high path of typeiq3 iq2 iq1 i iqs iq3 iq2 iq1 i
Ä2. For a vertex x s x of G, we calli j
x if 1 F j F n y 2i , ny2½  4x if j g n y 1, niq1, ny2
the right station of x; and call
x if 1 F j F n y 2iq jynq2, ny2½  4x if j g n y 1, ni , ny2
ÄŽ .the left station of x. We call a pair x, y of vertices of G far if the first
coordinate of the right station of x is smaller than that of the left station
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .of y. For any pair x, y of vertices of G we define h x, y and j x, y as
Ž . Ž .follows. If x, y is not far, then we set h x, y s 0; if it is far, then we
Ž .define h x, y to be the path obtained by composing the following paths:
Ž .i the unique path from x to the right station of x;
Ž .ii the high path of type 1 from the right station of x to the left
station of y; and
Ž .iii the unique path from the left station of y to y.
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Ž . Ž .Similarly if x, y is not far, then we set j x, y s 0; if it is far, then we
Ž .define j x, y to be the path obtained by composing the following paths:
Ž .i the unique path from x to the right station of x;
Ž .ii the high path of type 2 from the right station of x to the left
station of y; and
Ž .iii the unique path from the left station of y to y.
Ä ÄŽ .Ž .Note that for an arrow a : x “ y in G, if k G x, gy / 0, then the pair
Ž . Ž y1 . Ž .x, gy is far, and thus so are the pairs x, gt x and t y, gy . It is easy to
Ž .see that if a pair x, y is far, then any path from x to y which is nonzero
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .in k G is equal to h x, y , j x, y , or h x, y q j x, y modulo the mesh
ÄŽ . Ž .Ž .ideal. This implies that for a far pair x, y if dim k G x, y s 1, then
Ä Ä Ž .4  Ž .4 Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .h x, y or j x, y forms a basis of k G x, y ; and if dim k G x, y s 2,
Ä Ž . Ž .4 Ž .Ž .then h x, y , j x, y forms a basis of k G x, y . Hence for each arrow
Äa : x “ y in G, we can write
F pa s a a k p a q b a k p h x , gy q c a k p j x , gyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for some a a , b a , c a g k. We agree to put b a s 0 if h x, gy s 0;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and to put c a s 0 if j x, gy s 0 or h x, gy s j x, gy . Then a a ,
Ž . Ž .b a , c a are uniquely determined by a , and then pa s pa 9 implies
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a a s a a 9 , b a s b a 9 , c a s c a 9 for all arrows a , a 9 in G
2 2Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .because p g s p and gas ga , h gx, g y s g h x, gy and j gx, g y s
Ž Ž ..g j x, gy . Therefore we can define
b a c aŽ . Ž .
d p a [ qŽ .Ž .
a a a aŽ . Ž .
Ä Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..for all arrows a in G. For each mesh u , we then put d p u [ Ýd p a ,z z
Ž . Ž .where the sum is taken over all arrows p a involved in p u . Now sincez
F is a display-functor, we have
a a / 0 aŽ . Ž .
Ä Ž .for all arrows a in G. Further since F J s 0, we have
² :F p u s 0 for all meshes u with z f g x ; andŽ .Ž .z z 1, ny1 bŽ .X½ F p a p a s F p j .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1, ny2 0, ny2
By looking at starting and stopping functions it is not hard to verify the
following.
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ba ÄClaim. Let x “ y “ z be in G with x s t z and a s sb. Then
v Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4if h x, gy / 0, then 0 / g b h x, gy g h x, gz , j x, gz ;
v Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4if j x, gy / 0, then 0 / g b j x, gy g h x, gz , j x, gz ;
v Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4if h y, gz / 0, then 0 / h y, gz a g h x, gz , j x, gz ; and
v Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4if j y, gz / 0, then 0 / j y, gz a g h x, gz , j x, gz .
Ž . Ž .Using this claim it follows from a and b that
² :d p u s 0 for all meshes u with z f g x ; cŽ . Ž .Ž .z z 1, ny1
and
d p u q c s 0 for some c / 0. dŽ . Ž .Ž .x1, ny1
ÄIn fact, for each arrow a : x “ y in G, put
a [ k p a , p x , y [ k p h x , gy , q x , y [ k p j x , gyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Æ
Äfor short. Then for any arrow a : x “ y in G we have
F pa s a a a q b a p x , y q c a q x , y , a a / 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Æ
ba
Further by the claim above we have the following for arrows x “ y “ z
Äin G with x s t z and a s sb :
Æv Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4If p x, y / 0, then 0 / b p x, y g p x, z , q x, z ;
Æv Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4If q x, y / 0, then 0 / bq x, y g p x, z , q x, z ;
v Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4If p y, z / 0, then 0 / p x, y a g p x, z , q x, z ; andÆ
v Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4If q y, z / 0, then 0 / q x, y a g p x, z , q x, z .Æ
Ž .We show only the statement c because noting that j s
Ž . Ž .j x , x / 0, the proof of d is similar and simpler. Now let0, ny1 2 m , ny1
a bi ir Äu [ Ý b a be a mesh-relation in G with x “ y “ z and z fz is1 i i i
² : Ž Ž ..g x . Then 1 F r F 3. It follows from F p u s 0 that1, ny1 z
r
Æa b b q b b p y , z q c b q y , zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i i i i i i
is1
= a a a q b a p x , y q c a q x , y s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Æi i i i i i
ÄŽ .Note that the length of h x, gy is 4m y 3 for each arrow a : x “ y in G.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then we have p y , z p x, y s p y , z q x, y s q y , z p x, y si i i i i i
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Ž . Ž . Ž .q y , z q x, y s 0 because 2 4m y 3 ) 6m y 3 s m . Hence we havei i D 3m
r r
Æ Æ Æa b a a b a q a b b a b p x , y qa b c a b q x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÆÝ Ýi i i i i i i i i i i i
is1 is1
q b b a a p y , z a q c b a a q y , z a s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Æ Æi i i i i i i i
This implies
r
Æa b a a b a s 0; 1Ž . Ž . Ž .ÆÝ i i i i
is1
Ž . Ž .and A s 0, Bp x, z q Cq x, z s 0, where
A [ a b b a q a b c aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i
Ž . Ž .p x , y s0 q x , y s0i i
q b b a a q c b a a ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i
Ž . Ž .p y , z s0 q y , z s0i i
B [ a b b a q a b c aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i
Ž . Ž .p x , y /0 q x , y /0i i
Æ ÆŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .b p x , y sp x , z b q x , y sp x , zi i i i
q b b a a q c b a a ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i
Ž . Ž .p y , z /0 q y , z /0i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p x , y a sp x , z q y , z a sp x , zÆ Æi i i i
and
C [ a b b a q a b c aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i
Ž . Ž .p x , y /0 q x , y /0i i
Æ ÆŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .b p x , y sq x , z b q x , y sq x , zi i i i
q b b a a q c b a a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i
Ž . Ž .p y , z /0 q y , z /0i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p x , y a sq x , z q y , z a sq x , zÆ Æi i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that i if B appears, then p x, z / 0; ii if C appears, then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q x, z / 0 and p x, z / q x, z ; and iii if both B and C appear, then
Ž . Ž .p x, z , q x, z are linearly independent. In any case we have B q C s 0.
As a consequence A q B q C s 0, thus
r
a b b a q a b c a q b b a a q c b a a s 0. 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i i i i i i i i
is1
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The equality 1 yields a b a a s a b a a for all i, j becausei i j j
r Æ Æ ry1 4Ý b a s 0 and the set b a is linearly independent. Hence itÆ Æis1 i i i i is1
Ž .follows from 2 that
r b a c a b b c bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i iq q q s 0.Ý a a a a a b a bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i iis1
Ž Ž ..Thus d p u s 0 as desired.z
Ž . Ž .Then c and d imply that
d p u q c s 0,Ž .Ž .Ý z
Ž .where the sum is taken over all meshes p u in G. But we havez
d p u s 2 d p a s 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýz
Ž .where the second sum is taken over all arrows p a involved in G. Hence
we have c s 0, a contradiction.
4. COMPUTATIONS IN A FORMAL ADDITIVE HULL
Let A be a spectroid and G a group of automorphisms of A. Then
bŽ . w xH pro A has a natural G-action as defined in 1 . Under this action,
however, it is not easy to give a G-stable tilting spectroid for A explicitly
because the set X of representable functors of A is not closed under thisA
G-action in a strict sense. To make the computation easy we introduce a
category [A with a G-action, which is equivalent to pro A with the
G-action. In this paper we shall use [A instead of pro A, and all
computations will be done in this setting.
4.1. A Formal Additi¤e Hull of a Spectroid. Let A be a spectroid. Then
w xby [A we denote the following category 7, 2.1 Example 8 . Objects are
Ž . Ž .ŽŽ .finite sequences x , . . . , x of objects of A; [A x , . . . , x ,1 n 1 n
Ž .. Ž . Ž . 4y , . . . , y [ m N m g A x , y , for all 1 F i F n, 1 F j F m for1 m ji i, j ji i j
Ž . Ž .all objects x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y ; and the composition is given by the1 n 1 m
matrix multiplication. We regard that A is contained in [A by the
Ž . ŽŽ . Ž . Ž ..embedding f : x “ y ‹ f : x “ y for all f in A.
Ž .Remark. Define a functor h : [ A “ pro A by x , . . . , x ‹A 1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..A y, x [ ??? [ A y, x and m ‹ A y, m . Then h is an1 n ji i, j ji i, j A
equivalence.
LEMMA. Let F : A “ B be a functor of spectroids. Then F naturally
Ä b b bŽ . Ž . Ž .induces functors [F : [ A“[ B and F[H [F : H [A “H [B ,
which are equi¤alences if F is an isomorphism.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. [F is defined by x , . . . , x ‹ Fx , . . . , Fx and m ‹1 n 1 n ji
Ž . Ž . Ž .Fm for all objects x , . . . , x and for all morphisms m in [A.ji 1 n ji
b Z Äw i x Äw iq1xŽ .Ž Ž . Ž .. w4.2. The Space H [A | T , | U . From the proof of 1, The-
x bŽ .orem 1.5 we see that for any T , U g H [A and any i g Z,
b Z Äw i x Äw iq1x bŽ .Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .Ž .H [A | T , | U is isomorphic to DH [A U, T . In the next
section we need an explicit form of this isomorphism.
bŽ .LEMMA. Let A be a spectroid and let T , U g H [A , i g Z. Then we
ha¤e an isomorphism
w i x b Äw i x Äw iq1x bU : H [A | T , | U “ DH [A U, TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
w i xŽ .of ¤ector spaces defined by x ‹ u x, y , where
w i x b w i x w iq1x bÄ Äu : H [A | T , | U = H [A U, T “ kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
w i x w i x p p pŽ . Ž . Ž .is a non-degenerate bilinear form defined by u h , f [ Ý y1 h fpg Z
Ž p. Ž p. p Ž .Ž p p. pfor all h s h , f s f with h g D [A U , T , f gpg Z pg Z
Ž .Ž p p.[A U , T .
Ž p p. Ž p p . Ž .Proof. Put T s T , d and U s U , d . Denote by Hom U, T theT U A
Ž . Ž pŽ . p. pŽ .Hom-complex, i.e., Hom U, T [ Hom U, T , d , where Hom U, TA A A
Ž .Ž i j. Ž . p[ Ł [A U , T note that this is a finite product and d :yiqjsp
pŽ . pq1Ž . Ž i i j. j iHom U, T “ Hom U, T is defined by f : U “ T ‹ d ( f yA A T
Ž . p iq1 i Ž . Ž p Ž . p.Z Zy1 f ( d . Denote also by Hom X, Y [ Hom X, Y , d theU A A
bŽ Z.Hom-complex of each X, Y g H [A . Then
H 0Hom U, T s H b [A U, TŽ . Ž . Ž .A
and
0 Äw i x Äw iq1x b Z Äw i x Äw iq1xZH Hom | T , | U s H [A | T , | U .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .A
For each s g Z define a map
s s Äw i x Äw iq1x ysZu : Hom | T , | U = Hom U, T “ kŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .A A
sŽŽ p w i x. Ž p. . Ž . pqw sr2x pŽ pqs. Ž p w i x.by u h , f [ Ý y1 h f for all h gp p pg Z p
s Äw i x Äw iq1x p ys pŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .ZHom | T , | U and all f g Hom U, T , where h gA p A
Ž .Ž pqs p. p Ž .Ž p pys. Ž pqs Ž .Ž pqs p..D [A U , T and f g [A U , T so f g [A U , T ,
w xand the notation q for each real number q is defined as usual by the
w x w x w xconditions that q g Z and that q F q - q q 1. By looking at the
shape of u s, it is clear that u s are non-degenerate bilinear forms for all
s g Z. Hence for each s g Z the u s induces an isomorphism
s s Äw i x Äw iq1x ysZU : Hom | T , | U “ DHom U, TŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .A A
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sŽ . sŽ . w x wŽ . xby defining U h [ u h, y . Noting that sr2 ’ s q 1 r2 q s
Ž .mod 2 for all s g Z, it is not hard to see that the diagram
d sw i x w iq1x w i x w iq1xs sq16Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..Z ZHom | T , | U Hom | T , | UA A
6 6
s sq1U U
ys ysy16Ž . Ž .DHom U, T DHom U, TA Aysy1Ž .D d
0 0is commutative. Therefore U induces an isomorphism U in the commu-
tative diagram
0Uw i x w iq1x0 s 6Ä ÄŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž .ZH Hom | T , | U H DHom U, TA 0 A
6
can.
w i x w iq1xb Z 06Ä ÄŽ .Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .H [A | T , | U DH Hom U, T .Aw i xU
w i xAs a consequence U is an isomorphism for all i g Z.
bŽ .For each T , U g H [A and each i g Z we define a linear map
w i x b b Z Äw i x Äw iq1xJ : DH [A U, T “ H [A | T , | UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
w i x b Z Äw i x Äw iq1xŽ .Ž Ž . Ž ..as the inverse of U . Then every element of H [A | T , | U
w i xŽ . bŽ .Ž .has the form J w for some unique w g DH [A U, T .
COROLLARY. Let f be an automorphism of a spectroid A. Then weA
ÄZ w i x w i x Äy1 bŽ Ž .. ŽŽ Ž ..Ž .. Ž .ha¤e f J w s J D f w for all U, T g H [A , all w gA A
bŽ .Ž .DH [A U, T , and all i g Z.
Proof. It is not hard to check that the diagram
ÄZfAw i x w iq1x w i x w iq1xb Z b Z Z Z6Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ .Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .Ž Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ...H [A | T , | U H [A f | T , f | UA A
6 6
w i x w i xU U
b b6 Ä ÄŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .DH [A U, T DH [A f U, f TA Ay1ÄŽ .D fA
is commutative, from which the assertion follows.
5. A COVERING TECHNIQUE
5.1. Tilting Spectroids. Our setting needs a small change of the defini-
wtion of tilting spectroid. The following statement follows from 1, Proposi-
x Ž w x w x.tion 1.1 cf. Keller 11 , Rickard 15 .
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PROPOSITION. Let A and B be spectroids. Then the following are equi¤a-
lent:
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 There is a triangle equi¤alence D Mod B “ D Mod A ; and
Ž . bŽ .2 There is a full subcategory E of H [A such that
Ž . bŽ .Ž w x.a For any T , U g E and any n / 0, H [A T , U n s 0;
Ž . Ž .b tri E contains A; and
Ž .c E is isomorphic to B.
DEFINITION. We say that spectroids A and B are deri¤ed equi¤alent if
Ž . Ž .one of the equivalent conditions above holds. In 2 the triple A, E, B is
bŽ .called a tilting triple and E : H [A is called a tilting spectroid for A.
w x5.2. Deri¤ed Equi¤alence of Repetitions. Reference 1, Theorem 1.5 is
interpreted as follows.
Z Ã ZŽ . Ž .THEOREM. If A, E, B is a tilting triple of spectroids, then A , E, B
Ã b ZŽ .is also a tilting triple, where E is the full subcategory of H [A consisting of
Äw nxŽ .the | T with T g E, n g Z.
Remark. In the theorem above we can form EZ because E is a
Ã Zspectroid. Then we have an isomorphism j : E “ E defined byE
Äw nx w nxv Ž Ž ..j | T [ T ;E
Äw nx w nxv Ž Ž ..j | f [ f ; andE
v
w nx w nxŽ Ž ..j J w [ wE
Ž . Ž .for all n g Z, all T g E, all f g E T , U , and all w g DE U, T with
Ã Z Ã Z Ž Ž .T , U g E. If we identify E and E through j , then c s c cf. c in theE
w x.proof of 1, Theorem 1.5 .
Now let c : E “ B be an isomorphism. Then we have an isomorphism
Ã Z Ã Zc [ c (j : E “ B . By the definition of the repetition of an isomor-E
phism in Subsection 2.3 and the definition of the Nakayama automorphism
Ãit is easy to see that n T g E for all T g E and that the diagramÄA
Ãc
Z6ÃE B
6 6
nnÄ BA
Z6ÃE B
Ãc
is commutative.
5.3. Pushdown of a Tilting Spectroid. Throughout this subsection R is a
locally bounded spectroid, G a group of automorphisms of R, and F : R “
bŽ .RrG the canonical Galois covering functor. In this case H [R is an
Ž w x.aggregate s a Krull]Schmidt category 7, 3.5 .
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The functor F induces natural isomorphisms
b b ÄF (h “ h ( [ F and F ( H h “ H h ( F .Ž . Ž .
v R R r G v R R r G
Up to these the following diagrams are commutative:
bŽ .h H hR Rb b6 6Ž . Ž .[R pro R H [R H pro R
6 6 6 6
F FÄ[F Fv v
b b6 6Ž . Ž .[RrG pro RrG, H [RrG H pro RrG .
h bR r G Ž .H hRr G
 4The set [G [ [g N g g G is a group of automorphisms of [R, and
bŽ .  4 bŽ .H [G [ g N g g G is a group of automorphisms of H [R . FurtherÄ
bŽ .we have group isomorphisms G “ [G, g ‹ [g and G “ H [G ,
g ‹ g. Using these isomorphisms we consider that G acts on [R and onÄ
bŽ .H [R . Each g g G induces natural isomorphisms
g y (h “ h ( [g and g : g y ( H b h “ H b h ( g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã ÄR R R R
Up to these the following diagrams are commutative:
bŽ .h H hR Rb b6 6Ž . Ž .[R pro R H [R H pro R
6 6 6 6
g gg[g Žy. Žy .Ä
b b6 6Ž . Ž .[R pro R, H [R H pro R .
h bR Ž .H hR
bŽ .We call a full subcategory E of H [R G-stable if gT g E for allÄ
bŽ .g g G and all T g E. Recall that a full subcategory E9 of H pro R
is called G-stable up to isomorphisms if gT is isomorphic to some object
wof E9 for all g g G and all T g E9. Here we give the interpretation of 1,
xTheorem 3.5 :
THEOREM. Let R be a locally bounded spectroid, G a group of automor-
bŽ .phisms of R, and E : H [R a tilting spectroid for R. If G acts freely on
bŽ .isoclasses of indecomposable objects of H [R and E is G-stable, then RrG
is deri¤ed equi¤alent to ErG.
To prove this we use the following three lemmas.
LEMMA 1. The group G acts freely on isoclasses of indecomposable objects
bŽ .of H [R iff G acts freely on isoclasses of indecomposable objects of
bŽ .H pro R .
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Proof. This is clear from the diagram above.
COROLLARY. If G acts freely on R and G is torsion-free, then G acts freely
bŽ .on isoclasses of indecomposable objects of H [R .
w xProof. This follows from the above lemma and 1, Lemma 2.11 .
bŽ . bŽ . bŽ .We write h9 [ H h : H [R “ H pro R for short. Clearly h9 is aR
triangle equivalence.
bŽ .LEMMA 2. Let E : H [R be a G-stable tilting spectroid for R. Then
bŽ . Ž .the full subcategory E9 of H pro R consisting of h9 X with X g E is a
tilting spectroid for R which is G-stable up to isomorphisms.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since h9 is a triangle equivalence and h9 x s R y, x for all
g Ž . Ž .x g R, we have that E9 is a tilting spectroid for R. Since h9 X ( h9 gXÄ
for all g g G and all X g E, E9 is G-stable up to isomorphisms.
bŽ .LEMMA 3. Let E : H [R be a G-stable tilting spectroid for R. Then
ErG is isomorphic to E9rG.
Proof. h9 restricts to an isomorphism h9: E “ E9. Put N to be a
 Ž .complete set of representatives of G-orbits of E. Then obj E9 s h9 gX NÄ
b4 Ž .X g N, g g G . Put E to be the full subcategory of H pro R defined by
g Ž . 4the object set h9 X N X g N, g g G . Then E is G-stable by construc-
tion and is a tilting spectroid for R because E9 is. Recall that a G-action
Ž .on E9, denoted by g ) y for all g g G, was induced from the G-action
Ž .on E by identifying E9 and E through some sequence ¤ ofT T g E9
bŽ . Ž . Ž .isomorphisms ¤ : T “ ¤ T in H pro R with ¤ T g E, where ¤ isT T
Ž .chosen as identity of T if T g E. Namely the sequence ¤ gives anT T g E9
Ž . Ž .isomorphism ¤ : E9 “ E of spectroids defined by T ‹ ¤ T and ¤ f [
¤ f¤y1 for all f : T “ U in E9. Then for each g g G, the new action isU T
Ž . g Ž . Ž . g Ž .defined by ¤ g )T s ¤ T and ¤ g ) f s ¤ f for all f : T “ U in E.
Ž . Ž .Here we choose ¤ as follows. Let T g E9. Then T s h9 gX forÄT T g E9
Ž . g Ž .a unique g g G and a unique X g N. Set ¤ T [ h9 X and ¤ [T
; g gy1 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g : h9 gX “ h9 X . Note that h9 gX s h9 X iff g is the identityÃ Ä ÄX
element of G. This choice makes the diagram
h9 6
E E9
6 6
Ž .t ) yÄtŽ .) 6
E E9
h9
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commutative for all t g G, from which we have ErG ( E9rG. In fact, it is
enough to show that
Ž . Ž . Ž .Äa t)h9 gX s h9 tgX ; andÄ Ä
Ž . Ž . Ž .Äb t)h9 f s h9 tf
Äfor all X, Y g N, all g, h, t g G, and all f : gX “ hY in E.Ä
Ž .a This is clear because both hand sides are in the spectroid E9 and
t g Ž .both are isomorphic to h9 X .
Ž .b By definition we have a commutative diagram
Ž .t )h 9 f 6 ÄŽ . Ž .t)h9 gX t)h9 hYÄ
Ž .t )h 9 f 6 ÄŽ . Ž .Ä Äh9 tgX h9 thYÄ6 6$ $
Ž . Ž .tg thX Y
t Ž Ž ..¤ h9 ft g th6Ž . Ž .h9 X h9 Y
6 6
t tg gÃ ÃX Y
t t6 ÄŽ . Ž .h9 gX h9 hYÄ
t Ž .h 9 f
6 6
Ãt ÃtÄg XÄ hY
6 ÄŽ . Ž .Ä Äh9 tgX h9 thY .Ä
Ž .Äh9 tf
$t bŽ . Ž .ÃBy the naturality of g we have t ( g s tg for all X g H [R , fromÃ Ãg X X XÄ
Ž .which b follows.
Proof of Theorem 5.3. By Lemma 1, G acts freely on isoclasses of
bŽ .indecomposable objects of H pro R . By Lemma 2, E9 is a tilting spec-
w xtroid for R which is G-stable up to isomorphisms. By 1, Theorem 3.5 ,
RrG is derived equivalent to E9rG. By Lemma 3, E9rG ( ErG. Hence
RrG is derived equivalent to ErG.
Ž .Remark. 1 This theorem can be proved without using the equiva-
b b Ä bŽ . Ž . Ž .lence h9: H [R “ H pro R . First we can show that F: H [R “
b Ä bŽ . Ž .H [RrG restricts to a Galois covering F : ind H [R “
1 bŽ . w x bŽ .ind H [RrG as in 1, Theorem 2.9 , where ind H [R is a G-in-
bŽ . 1 bŽ .variant spectroid of H [R and ind H [RrG is the full subcategory
b Ä bŽ . Ž . Ž .of H [RrG consisting of F T with T g ind H [R . Second if E :
bŽ .H [R is a G-stable tilting spectroid for R, then we can show that its
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Ä 1 bŽ Ž .``pushdown'' E s the full subcategory of ind H [RrG formed by
Ä ÄŽ . .F T with T g E is a tilting spectroid for RrG and that E ( ErG.
Ž . Ž .2 The commutativity of the diagram ) in Lemma 3 above guaran-
g Ž w x.tees that writing X for g ) X as done in 1, Sects. 5, 6 makes no
g Ž . Ž y1Ž . .confusion if we regard the isomorphism R y, x [ R g y , x “
Ž .R y, gx induced by g as the identity for all g g G and all x g R.
5.4. Deri¤ed Equi¤alence of Quotients of Repetitions.
5.4.1. Cyclic groups of infinite order. From Theorem 5.2, Corollary
5.3, and Theorem 5.3 we obtain the following:
Ž .PROPOSITION. Let A, E, B be a tilting triple of locally bounded spec-
troids with an isomorphism c : E “ B, g an automorphism of AZ, and h an
Z Z ² : Z ² :automorphism of B . Then A r g is deri¤ed equi¤alent to B r h if
Ž . ² : Z1 g is of infinite order and g acts freely on A ;
ÃŽ . ² :2 E is g -stable; andÄ
Ž .3 The diagram
Ãc
Z6ÃE B
6 6
gÄ h
Z6ÃE B
Ãc
is commutati¤e.
w5.4.2. A power of the Nakayama automorphism. Reference 1, Theo-
xrem 4.1 follows easily from Subsection 5.2 and Proposition 5.4.1:
w xPROPOSITION 1, Theorem 4.1 . Let A and B be locally bounded spec-
Z ² n:troids. If A is deri¤ed equi¤alent to B, then A r n is deri¤ed equi¤alent toA
Z ² n:B r n for all n g Z.B
5.4.3. A product of a twist and a power of the Nakayama automor-
phism.
Ž .PROPOSITION. Let A, E, B be a tilting triple of locally bounded spec-
;troids, c : E “ B an isomorphism. Further let f and f be automorphismsA B
Ä² :of A and B, respecti¤ely. Assume that E is f -stable, and that the diagramA
c 6
E B
6 6
Ä ff BA
6
E B
c
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Z ² Z n:is commutati¤e. Then for any n / 0, A r f n is deri¤ed equi¤alent toA A
Z ² Z n:B r f n .B B
Proof. By Proposition 5.4.1, it is enough to verify the following three
facts:
Ž . Z n ² Z n: Z1 f n is of infinite order and f n acts freely on A ;A A A A&
Z nÃŽ . ² :2 E is f n -stable; andÄA A
Ž .3 The diagram
Ãc
Z6ÃE B
6 6
&
Z nZ n f nf n B BÄA A
Z6ÃE B
Ãc
is commutative.
Ž .1 This is clear from n / 0.
&
w i xZ n ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .2 Let T g E and i g Z. Then by definitions we have f n | TÄA A&
w iqnx w iqnxZÄ Ä ÃŽ . Ž .s f | T s | f T g E.A A
Ž .3 Consider the diagram
j ZcE Z Z6 6ÃE E B
6 6 6
&
ZZZ ÄŽ . ff NEf BAA
Z Z6 6ÃE E B .
Zj cE
Then by the definition in Subsection 2.3 and Corollary 4.2 the left square
is commutative. Again by Subsection 2.3 the commutativity of the right
square follows from the commutativity assumption. Hence we have a
commutative diagram
Ãc
Z6ÃE B
6 6
&
ZZ ff BA
Z6ÃE B ,
which together with the diagram in Subsection 5.2 proves the assertion.
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Ž .6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The implications a « b « c « d are clear. For the implication
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..d « a it is enough to show that L is derived equivalent to L typ L
for all standard algebras L in RFS.
Ž . Ž .Let L be a standard algebra in RFS with typ L s D, f , t g L . Then
Ž .  4G ( ZD rP, where f is an automorphism of ZD with order t g 1, 2, 3 ,L C “yf mD² :P s ft , and C is a P-stable configuration of ZD. Define D as
“ “ “ “ “pŽ . Ž .follows. If D, t s A , 2 let D s A ; otherwise, let D s A , D , or2 pq1 p n n“
E according to whether D s A , D , or E , respectively. Introduce then n n n“ “
coordinate of ZD by identifying ZD s ZD so that an automorphism h of D
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ..induces an automorphism Zh of ZD by defining Zh i, p [ i, h p for
“
all i g Z and all vertices p of D. Then without loss of generality we may
take f as follows. When t s 1, f s |; when t s 2, f s Zf ; and whenD
Ž .t s 3, f s Zv 2.4 .D4
Now C is stable under f. In fact, this is trivial in the case f s | and
otherwise f g N so the stability of C under f follows from that under
both P and t mD. Thus f can be uniquely extended to an automorphism of
ZD . We regard f as this extension. Set R to be the universal cover of L,C
Ž .i.e., R is the full subcategory of the mesh category k ZD consisting ofC
the projective vertices of ZD . Since C is P-stable, P acts on R and weC
w xhave L ( RrP. As in 4, Sect. 2 construct an algebra A as the full
subcategory of R consisting of those projective vertices p of ZD forC“mDwhich there exist both a path from a vertex of t D to p and a path from
“
p to a vertex of D. Since A is stable under f by construction, f restricts
to an automorphism f of A. Let Q be the quiver of A. We may take theA
object set of A as the vertex set of Q. Then f defines an automorphismA
f of Q. For display-functor F: kQ “ A we always assume that F is theQ
identity on vertices.
6.1. A Description of L in Terms of A When f is a Natural Number.
Z ² Z f :Here we show that L ( RrP ( A r f n if f g N. This follows imme-A A
diately from the following statement.
LEMMA. In the setting as abo¤e, there exists an isomorphism l : R “ AZ
such that the diagram
l Z6R A
6 6
Z fy f mD f nft A A
Z6R A
l
commutes.
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Proof. First we show the following.
Claim. There is a commutative directed display-functor F : kQ “ A
such that the diagram
F 6kQ A
6 6
kf fQ A
6
kQ A
F
is commutative.
When the torsion order t of L is 1, we can take any commutative
directed display-functor F: kQ “ A, whose existence is guaranteed by
w xBongartz 2 . When t / 1, we may assume that Q is an oriented tree. In
Ž w x wfact, if D is of class A , then this is clear e.g., Happel-Ringel 9 or 4,n
x w x. Ž .Sect. 6 ; Q was called pedigree in 4 . If D is of class D n G 4 , thenn
Ž .since t / 1 we may assume that the configuration C contains y1, n y 1
Ž . w xand y1, n by 4, Lemma 1.6 . This implies that Q is obtained by adding
two arrows a “ n y 1 and a “ n and two vertices n y 1 and n to an
Ž .oriented tree a pedigree with exactly n y 2 vertices including the vertex
w xa, as explained in 4, 7.4 . Therefore Q itself is an oriented tree also in this
case. If D is of class E , then since t / 1, we have n s 6. Looking at then
w xclassification of the configurations of Z E listed in 4, Sect. 8 , we see that6
Žthere are only five of them with t / 1 note that if Q becomes an oriented
op.tree for C , then the same holds for C . It is easy to see that these five
configurations give Q as an oriented tree if we shift the configurations
suitably. Now we give a desired display-functor F: kQ “ A as follows. Let
 4a : x “ y N i s 1, . . . , p be a complete set of representatives of fi i i Q
Ž .orbits of the arrows of Q. For each i s 1, . . . , p define F a [ m fori i
Ž .some path m from x to y in ZD such that rad A x , y s km [i i i C i i i
2 jŽ . Ž .rad A x , y , where m g m g A. For each 0 F j - t define F f a [i i i i Q i
j Ž . Ž . Ž .f m . Then we clearly have F f a s f Fa for all arrows a in Q.A i Q A
This shows that the F gives the desired commutative diagram, and also
this F is commutative directed because Q is an oriented tree. This finishes
the proof of the claim.
w xWe set I [ Ker F. Now by 3, 3.2 , R admits a P-invariant multiplica-
tive basis, i.e., we can choose a basis-vector « in each nonzero morphismy x
Ž .space R x, y in such a way that
Ž . Ž . Ž .i « ? « s « if R y, z ( R x, y / 0; andz y y x z x
Ž . Ž .ii r « s « for all x, y g R and all r g P.y x r y r x
Ãw xThen by 4, Proposition 5.2 the quiver of R is Q which is determined by Q
Ã w i xŽ .and A. Let C: kQ “ R be the display-functor for R defined by C x s
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ym D i w i x ÃŽ . Ž .t x for all vertices x of Q and C a [ « for all arrows a : x “ yy x
Ã Ž .in Q. Since « is a multiplicative basis of R, the display-functor Cy x
w xis commutative directed. Hence again by 4, Proposition 5.2 we have
ÃKer C s I. On the other hand by Lemma 1.5 we have a display-functor
Ã Ã Z Ã Ã ZF : kQ “ A with Ker F s I. Define an isomorphism l : R “ A by the
commutativity of the diagram:
Ã ÃkQ kQ
6 6
ÃC F
Z6R A .
l
ÃLet f be an automorphism of Q defined by f. To show the requiredÃQ
commutativity of the diagram in the assertion, it is enough to show the
following:
Claim. The diagram
ÃC F Z6
6ÃR kQ A
6 6 6
f Z fy f mD kf n f nft ÃQ Q A A
Z6
6ÃR kQ A
C ÃF
is commutative.
Ž .Since « is P-invariant, the commutativity of the left square holds.y x
Further by Lemma 1.4 we have a commutative diagram
ÃF Z6ÃkQ A
6 6
nkn AQ
Z6ÃkQ A .
ÃF
Hence it remains to show that the commutativity of the diagram
ÃF Z6ÃkQ A
6 6
Zkf Ã fQ A
Z6ÃkQ A .
ÃF
The commutativity on vertices is obvious. The commutativity on arrows of
the form a w i x : x w i x “ y w i x directly follows from the previous Claim. Now let
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w i x w i x w i x w iq1x Ã Ãa [ a : x “ y be an arrow in Q. By definition of Q there existsy, x
Ž .a complete path m from y to x in Q, I . Then
w xiy1w xiZ w i x ZÃ yf F a s f F m * s F m *( f ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . ž /A A A x
and
w xiw i x w i xÃ ÃF kf a s F f a s F f m *Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã ÃŽ . Ž .Q Q Q
Ž w i x. Ž .w i x Ž .w i xbecause f a : f x “ f y and f m is a complete path fromÃQ Q Q Q
Ž . Ž .y1 Ž .yf y to f x. Hence it is enough to show that F m *( f s F f m *.Q Q A Qx
Ž Ž .. Ž .yBut again by the previous Claim, we have f F m s F f m , i.e.,A Qx
Ž .y1Ž Ž .. Ž .yf F f m s F m . This gives the desired equality because bothA Qx
Ž . Ž .sides are elements of DA f y, f x , and they map the basis F f m ofA A Q
Ž .A f y, f x to 1. This finishes the proof of the lemma.A A
Ž . Ž .Ž . <6.2. The Case Where f is a Natural Number. Set M x [k ZD y, x RC
 Ž . 4for all x g ZD . Then M x N x g ZD is a complete set of repre-C C
w xsentatives of indecomposable R-modules 4, 1.2 . Let ind R be the full
 Ž . 4subcategory of mod R formed by the set M x N x g ZD . Then we haveC
Ž .an isomorphism M : k ZD “ ind R. Let S be the full subquiver of ZDC C
Ž .Ž .consisting of those vertices x for which k ZD p, x s 0 for all projec-C
tive vertices p of ZD not belonging to A. Using extension by 0, we canC
identify the indecomposable A-modules with the indecomposable R-mod-
w x  Ž . 4ules with support in A. Then by 4, 2.1 , M x N x g S is a complete
set of representatives of indecomposable A-modules, and for any arrow
Ž . Ž . Ž .a : x “ y in S, M a : M x “ M y is irreducible in mod A, where
Ž .Ž .a g a g k ZD x, y . Thus the Auslander]Reiten quiver G of A isC A
Ž .obtained from M S by adding some arrows with a suitable translation.
“Ž . w xThen this G contains M D as a section by 4, Proposition 2.1 . Hence AA “
is tilted from B [ kD in a classical sense, namely the direct sum S of all
“Ž . Ž .M x with x g D is a tilting module for A with End S s B. For eachA“ Ž .x g D, construct a minimal projective resolution of M x of the form
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..h p x h p x «A 2 A 16 60 “ h P x h P x h P x “ M x “ 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .A 2 A 1 A 0
where
Ž . Ž .p x p x2 1
H x [ ??? “ 0 “ P x “ P x “ P x “ 0 “ ???Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 0ž /
g H b [A .Ž .
“ Ž .Then D yields a tilting triple A, E, B by setting E to be the full
“bŽ . Ž .subcategory of H [A formed by H x with x g D. If t s 1, then by
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Z ² f : Z ² f :Subsection 6.1, L ( A r n , and A r n is derived equivalent toA A
Z ² f : Ž Ž ..B r n s L typ L by paragraph 5.4.2. Thus the assertion holds.B “ 4So assume that t / 1, i.e., t g 2, 3 . Then for each x g D and for each
p g A, we have
fA M x p s M x fy1 p s M x fy1 pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . A
s k ZD fy1 p , xŽ . Ž .C
( k ZD p , f x s M f x p .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C
“ fA Ž . Ž .Thus for each x g D, we have M x ( M f x as A-modules. Hence
“Ä ÄŽ . Ž . ² :f H x ( H f x for all x g D. This shows that E is f -stable up toA A
isomorphisms. Choose a complete set DX of representatives of f-orbits in0“ Xi iÄŽ . Ž .the vertex set of D, and reset H f x [ f H x for all x g D and all iA 0
Ž .with 0 F i - t. Then A, E, B is still a tilting triple and E turns out to be
“Ä Ä² : Ž . Ž . Ž .f -stable. Since f H x s H f x s H f x for all x g D, we canA A B
Äconstruct an isomorphism c : E “ B such that cf s f c . Hence byA B
Z ² Z f :paragraph 5.4.3, we have L ( A r f n is derived equivalent toA A
Z ² Z f : Ž Ž ..B r f n s L typ L .B B
6.3. The Case Where the Frequency f Is Not a Natural Number. In this
Ž . Ž . Ž .case we have either typ L s A , srn, 1 with n ƒ s or typ L sn
Ž .D , sr3, 1 with 3 ƒ s. In the first case the assertion has been shown in3m
w x1, Proposition 5.3 .
Ž . Ž . ² ys Ž2 my1.:So let typ L s D , sr3, 1 with 3 ƒ s. Then G ( Z D r t .3m s L 3m
Zw x ² : Ž .By 4 , A r n ( D Q, Q, Q for some looped Brauer quiver Q. DefineA
an algebra A9 by the quiver Q9 in Fig. 1 with the commutativity relation
Ž . Ž .and the zero relations ab s 0 s ba and m 0 “ 1 2 “ ¤ s 0, where
Ž . Ž .Q a are pairwise isomorphic and for each a s 0, 1, 2, Q a is obtained
from Q by deleting one arrow from each cycle in Q and is a full subquiver
Ž . Ž .of the quiver in Fig. 2 containing the a-path L from 1 a to m a . Thena
Z Z Z Z² : Ž . ² :A9 r n ( D Q, Q, Q ( A r n . Hence also A9 ( A ( R byA9 A
w Ž . Ž . x ŽHughes and Waschbusch 10, i « ii in Proposition 2.7 which is notÈ
true in general but is valid in our representation-finite case as shown in
w x. Ž .Okuno 14 . Here we reset A [ A9 so Q [ Q9 . We construct a nice
w xtilting spectroid E for A in a similar way as in 1, Sect. 5 . Let x be a
Ž .  4vertex of A. Then x is in Q a for a unique a g 0, 1, 2 . Further there is a
unique shortest path from a vertex x g L to x in Q,0 a
a0 a! # " 1! # "
b b b ba a a
x “ “ ??? “ x “ “ ??? “ x “ ??? “ ??? “ x s x ,0 1 2 t
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FIGURE 1
where x , x , . . . , x are junctions if t ) 0. We then put0 1 ty1
b a0 a1a bT [ ??? “ 0 “ x “ x “ x “ ??? “ x “ 0 “ ??? g H [A ,Ž .x 0 1 2 tž /
where x is in degree zero. Introduce a linear order $ on the vertex set of0 ]
Ž . Ž .Q a for all a s 0, 1, 2 lexicographically as follows: Let x, y g Q a and let
b a1a¡ 0 a
T s ??? “ 0 “ x “ x “ x “ ??? “ x s x “ 0 “ ???x 0 1 2 tž /~ )Ž .b0 b1b a
T s ??? “ 0 “ y “ y “ y “ ??? “ y s y “ 0 “ ??? .¢ y 0 1 2 už /
Ž .i If x is a predecessor of y , then we define x $ y.0 0 ]
Ž .ii Assume that x s y , . . . , x s y for i G 0. If y s y, then define0 0 i i i
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FIGURE 2
x $ y. In case x / x and y / y, if x is a predecessor of y , definei i iq1 iq1]
x $ y.]
Ž . Ž .Give a name to each vertex of Q a as i a with 1 F i F m so that
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i a $ j a iff i F j. Note that the names of 1 a and m a are unchanged]
bŽ .for all a s 0, 1, 2. Let E be the full subcategory of H [A defined by
 4T N x g A .x
Ž . Ž . Ž .We show that A, E, B is a tilting triple, where B s k K , J 2.5 .m m
Ž . Ž . Ž .a For each x g A, x g tri E .
Here the underline indicates the place of degree zero. By construction
we have a triangle of the form
x s x “ T “ T “Ž . Ž .t x xt ty1
bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .in H [A if x f E. Hence in any case we have x g tri E .
Ž . bŽ .Ž w x.b For each x, y g A and for each i / 0, H [A T , T i s 0.x y
Ž . Ž .First note that dim A x, y F 1 for all x, y g A. If x, y g Q a for some
w x Ž .a s 0, 1, 2, then the argument in 1, Sect. 5 applies. Let x g Q a , y g
Ž .  4Q b with a, b g 0, 1, 2 and a / b, and let i g Z. Assume that we have
b jŽ .Ž w x. Ž .0 / f g H [A T , T i . Then we show that i s 0. Put f s f withx y
j j j Ž .f : x “ y . Then f / 0 for some j G 0. Since 0 / f g A x , y , wej jqi j jqi
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4must have a, b g 0, 1 , 1, 2 , 0, 2 . But then x g L and y g L byj a jqi b
the structure of A. Thus j s 0 and j q i s 0, whence i s 0.
Ž .c E ( B.
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w xBy the argument of 1, Sect. 5 , the full subcategory E of E formed bya
 Ž .4 Ž . Ž . Ž .T N x g Q a is presented by the quiver 1 a “ 2 a “ ??? “ m a withx
Ž .no relations for all a s 0, 1, 2. Namely, for each x, y g Q a , we have
k if x F y ; andbH [A T , T (Ž . Ž .x y ½ 0 otherwise.
Since we have arrows
g g1 2 a
1 0 “ 1 1 , 1 1 “ 1 2 , and m 0 “ 1 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
in Q, we have nonzero maps
Ž . Ž .g g Ž .a1 26 6 6
T T , T T , and T T1Ž0. 1Ž1. 1Ž1. 1Ž2. mŽ0. 1Ž2.
bŽ . Ž . Ž .in H [A where y denotes the homotopy class of y . Let x g Q a ,Ž .
Ž .  4 Ž .y g Q b , and a - b in 0, 1, 2 . Put T , T as in ) . Then we havex y
Ž . bŽ .Ž .Claim. i H [A T , T s 0;y x
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If a, b s 0, 1 , then
k if x s 1 0Ž .bH [A T , T (Ž . Ž .x y ½ 0 otherwise,
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii If a, b s 1, 2 , then
k if x s 1 1Ž .bH [A T , T (Ž . Ž .x y ½ 0 otherwise.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iv If a, b s 0, 2 , then
k if y s 1 2Ž .bH [A T , T (Ž . Ž .x y ½ 0 otherwise.
Ž . Ž i. bŽ .Ž .In fact, i if this is not true, there is 0 / f s f g C [A T , T ,y x
f i/0
Ž . Ž .which yields Q b 2 y “ x g Q a for some i, a contradiction.i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .4ii If x / 1 0 , then x , x , . . . , x g Q 0 _ 1 0 . Therefore0 1 t
bŽ .Ž . bŽ .Ž . Ž .C [A T , T s 0. Thus H [A T , T s 0. Next let x s 1 0 . Thenx y x y
bŽ .Ž . bŽ .Ž . Ž Ž . . pH [A T , T s C [A T , T s A 1 0 , y s ka g / 0 for some p.x y x y 0 1
Ž . Ž .iii The same proof as for ii works.
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .4iv If y / 1 2 , then y , y , . . . , y g Q 2 _ 1 2 . Thus0 1 t
bŽ .Ž . bŽ .Ž . Ž .C [A T , T s 0, whence H [A T , T s 0. Next let y s 1 2 . Thenx y x y
bŽ .Ž . bŽ .Ž . Ž Ž .. pH [A T , T s C [A T , T s A x , 1 2 s ka / 0 for somex y x y 0
p G 1.
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Hence the quiver of E coincides with K . By the Claim above we have am
display-functor F : kK “ E defined by the figurem
f16T T2Ž0. 1Ž0.
6 6
Ž .f g2 1
g g g1 2 my1. 6 6 6. T T ??? T1Ž1. 2Ž1. mŽ1..
6 6
Ž .f gmy1 2
6 6 6 6
T T T ??? T ,mŽ0. 1Ž2. 2Ž2. mŽ2.h h hŽ .a 1 2 my1
w xwhere f , g , h are defined as in 1, Sect. 5 . Note that h has the form aŽ .i j l 1
Ž .for a : 1 2 “ ¤. By the relations of A, we have h a s 0 andŽ .1
g g s a f ??? f f . Hence the display-functor F induces a fullŽ .Ž . Ž .2 1 my1 2 1
Ž .functor F : B [ k K , J “ E that is bijective on objects. Comparingm m
the dimension of each Hom-space, we see that F is faithful, i.e., F is an
Ž .isomorphism. Thus E ( B. As a consequence A, E, B is a tilting triple.
Ã yŽ2 my1.² :Define a display-functor C : kQ “ R by a t -invariant multi-
plicative basis of R as in Subsection 6.1. Let F : kQ “ A be a commuta-
tive directed display-functor with I [ Ker F. The automorphism tyŽ2 my1.
Ã Žon R defines an automorphism f of Q. As easily seen e.g., use arguments
w x.in Roggon 21, 2.2, 2.4 the action of f on vertices is
w xix a q 1 , a s 0, 1Ž .w xif x a [Ž .Ž . w xiq1½ x 0 , a s 2.Ž .
Z ÃThis f defines an automorphism g of A through F. Thus we have a
commutative diagram
ÃC F Z6
6ÃR kQ A
6 6 6
yŽ2 my1. gkft
Z6
6ÃR kQ A
C ÃF
Z s y1Ã Ã ² :with Ker C s I s Ker F. Hence L ( A r g . Put c [ F : E “ B.
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Ã ² :Then it is easy to check that E is g -stable and that the diagramÄ
Ãc
Z6ÃE B
6 6
mgÄ m
Z6ÃE B
Ãc
Z ² s:is commutative. Hence by Proposition 5.4.1, L ( A r g is derived
Z ² s : Ž Ž ..equivalent to B r m s L typ L .m
Ž Ž ..As a result, in any case L is derived equivalent to L typ L .
Ž .7. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The implications a « b « c « d are clear. The equivalence
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d m e follows from the fact that typ L s D , 1r3, 1 is completely3m
Ž .determined by m s 3m ? 1r3 s rank K L for all non-standard algebras0
Ž . Ž .L in RFS. For the implication e « a it is enough to show that L is
Ž Ž .. Ž .derived equivalent to L rank K L 2.6 for all non-standard algebras L0
in RFS.
Recall the structure of non-standard algebras in RFS given by Riedt-
w Ž .x w xmann 20, Proposition 5.7 b or Waschbusch 23 :È
PROPOSITION. Let L be a non-standard algebra in RFS. Then there is a
Ž . Ž .looped Brauer qui¤er Q, g such that L is isomorphic to the algebra L Q, g .
In the above a looped Brauer qui¤er is a pair of a Brauer quiver Q and a
loop g in Q, say an alpha arrow a starting and stopping at a vertex s; ands
Ž . Ž .the algebra L Q, g is defined as the algebra kQrI Q, g , where the ideal
Ž .I Q, g is defined by the following relations:
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 b a s 0 s a b for all vertices i / s;i i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 a i s b i for all vertices i / s;
Ž . Ž . 23 b s s a ; ands
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .4 b b s b g b ,s s s s
Ž . Ž .where for a vertex i, a resp. b is the alpha resp. beta arrow starting ati i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ži, a resp. b is the alpha resp. beta arrow stopping at i, and a i resp.i i
Ž .. Ž .b i stands for the alpha resp. beta cycle starting and stopping at i.
Note that if Q is a Brauer quiver with only one beta cycle and if m
Ž . Ž .G 2 is the number of vertices of Q, then the algebra L m is isomorphic
Ž . Ž .to the algebra L Q, a defined by the looped Brauer quiver Q, a .1 1
Ž . Ž .Let L be a non-standard algebra in RFS with rank K L s m G 2 .0
Ž . Ž .We may put L s L Q, a for some looped Brauer quiver Q, a , where1 1
 4we put the set Q of vertices of Q to be 1, 2, . . . , m . We now construct a¤
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necessary tilting spectroid for L. For each x g Q , let¤
a a0 b a1 d aty1ty1! # " ! # " ! # "
x ““ ??? “ x ““ ??? “ x “ ??? “ x “ ??? “ x s x ,0 1 2 ty1 t
Ž .be the unique shortest path from a vertex x occurring in b 1 to x, where0
we put
a if i is even;
d [i ½ b if i is odd.
Set now T to be the complexx
a a1 d aty10 ba ty1
??? “ 0 “ x “ x “ x “ ??? “ x “ x “ 0 “ 0 “ ???0 1 2 ty1 tž /
g H b [L ,Ž .
Ž .where x is in degree 0 thus x s 0 if i - 0 or i ) t ; and let E be the0 i
bŽ .  4full subcategory of H [L defined by the set T N x g Q .x ¤
We now show the following, which completes the proof:
Ž Ž ..Claim. L, E, L m is a tilting triple; thus L is derived equivalent
Ž .to L m .
To prove the claim, we have to verify the following three statements:
Ž . bŽ .Ž w x.a For any T , U g E and any n / 0, H [L T , U n s 0;
Ž . Ž .b tri E contains L; and
Ž . Ž .c E is isomorphic to L m .
Ž . Ž . wThe statements a and b are verified by a similar way as in 16,
x w xTheorem 4.2 or in 1, Proposition 5.3 , and the details are left to the
reader.
Ž . Žc First, introduce a linear order $ on the set Q as follows cf.¤]w x.1, p. 406 : Let x, y g Q and¤
d a0 d aty10 ty1¡
T [ ??? “ 0 “ x “ x “ ??? “ x “ x “ 0 “ ???x 0 1 ty1 tž /~ )Ž .b b0 uy1d d0 uy1
T [ ??? “ 0 “ y “ y “ ??? “ y “ y “ 0 “ ??? .¢ y 0 1 uy1 už /
Ž .i If there is a path in Q from the vertex 1 through the vertex x to0
the vertex y , then we define x $ y.0 ]
Ž .ii Assume that x s y , . . . , x s y for some i G 0, and that0 0 i i
Ž .x / y . If y s y i.e., if y s 0 , then we define x $ y. In caseiq1 iq1 i iq1 ]
x / x and y / y , if there is a path in Q from the vertex x through thei i i
vertex x to the vertex y , then we define x $ y.iq1 iq1 ]
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Note that the vertex 1 is the minimum element with respect to this order
$. Rename the vertices of Q in such a way that x F y iff x $ y. Then the] ]
name of the vertex 1 is unchanged. We put
b bb ¤ ¤1 1 r
1 “ ¤ “ ¤ “ ??? “ ¤ “ 11 2 r
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .to be the underlying quiver of the cycle b 1 , and put d i [ a i s b i g
L for all 1 / i g Q .¤
The following is easily verified, which gives us a complete description of
morphisms in E:
Ž .Claim 1. Let 1 / x, y g Q with T , T of the form ) above. Then¤ x y
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 31 E T , T ( L 1, 1 s k| [ ka [ ka [ ka .1 1 1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 E T , T s k ? b ??? b b [ k ? b ??? b b a , where1 x ¤ ¤ 1 ¤ ¤ 1 1iy1 1 iy1 1
¤ s x and b ??? b b is the shortest path from 1 to x .i 0 ¤ ¤ 1 0iy1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 E T , T s k ? | , . . . , | [ k ? d x .Ž .x x x x 00 t
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4 E T , T s k ? b ??? b b [ k ? a b ??? b b ,x 1 ¤ ¤ ¤ 1 ¤ ¤ ¤r iq 1 i r iq 1 i
where ¤ s x and b ??? b b is the shortest path from x to 1.i 0 ¤ ¤ ¤ 0r iq1 i
Ž . Ž . Ž .5 If x / y , then E T , T s k ? b ??? b b , where ¤ s0 0 x y ¤ ¤ ¤ ijy 1 iq1 i
x , ¤ s y and b ??? b b is the shortest path from x to y .0 j 0 ¤ ¤ ¤ 0 0jy 1 iq1 i
Ž . Ž . Ž .6 If x s y and y - x, then E T , T s k ? d x .0 0 x y 0
Ž .7 If x s y and x - y, then0 0
b ya¡ i ik ? | , . . . , | , d if y / yŽ .x x i u0 i~E T , T sŽ .x y ¢k ? | , . . . , | if y s y ,Ž .x x u0 u
where in the first case i G 0 is determined by the conditions x s y andi i
x / y .iq1 iq1
Ž .In the above y denotes the homotopy class of y and we identify aŽ .
bŽ .morphism ??? , 0, f , 0, ??? in the homotopy category H [L concen-Ž .
trated in degree zero with the morphism f in [L.
Ž .In particular, the claim above supplies us the Cartan matrix C E [
Ž Ž .. Ž .dim E T , T of E, which shows that dim E [ Ý dim E T , T sx y x, y g Q x y¤
Ž . Ž .m m q 3 G dim L m . Now, using the claim above the following is also
easily verified, which enables us to compute rad Errad2 E, and thus the
quiver of E:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Claim 2. 1 If x, y / 1, m and x - y in Q , then E T , T s¤ y x
2 Ž .rad E T , T .y x
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž . Ž .2 If 1 / x g Q , then rad E T , T s rad E T , T s k ? d x .¤ x x x x 0
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .3 If x, y g Q and x q 1 - y, then E T , T s rad E T , T .¤ x y x y
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Ž . Ž . ² : 2 Ž . 2 Ž .4 rad E T , T s a [ rad E T , T , rad E T , T s1 1 1 1 1 1 1
² 2 3:a , a .1 1
Ž . Ž . ² : 2 Ž . 2 Ž .5 rad E T , T s b [ rad E T , T , rad E T , T s1 2 1 1 2 1 2
² :b a .1 1
Ž . 2 Ž .6 For each 1 - x - m, rad E T , T s 0.x xq1
Ž . Ž . ² : 2 Ž . 2 Ž .7 rad E T , T s b [ rad E T , T , rad E T , T sm 1 ¤ m 1 m 1r
² :a b .1 ¤ r
Ž .This shows that the quiver of E coincides with the quiver Q of L m ,m
Ž .and also gives us a display functor F : kQ “ E defined via F x [ Tm x
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all 1 F x F m; and F r [ a , F s [ b , F s [ b and for1 1 1 m ¤ r
Ž .each 1 - x - m with T as in ) ,x
b if t s 0;¡ x
~ | , . . . , | if t G 1 and x q 1 s x ; andŽ .x x ty1F s [Ž . 0 ty1x ¢ | , . . . , | , d if t G 1 and x q 1 / x .Ž .x x ty1 ty10 ty1
Finally, the direct calculation shows the following.
CLAIM 3.
m q 1! # "
Ž . Ž .  41 F s ??? s s s 0 for all i g 1, . . . , m ;i iq1 i
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .2 F r s F s ??? s s ; andm 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 F s s s F s rs .1 m 1 m
This shows that Ker F = I , and hence F induces a full functorm
Ž .L m “ E which is bijective on objects. Hence it follows from dim E G
Ž . Ž .dim L m that E is isomorphic to L m .
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